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Hybrid Estimation of Complex Systems
Michael W. Hofbaur, Member, IEEE, and Brian C. Williams

Abstract—Modern automated systems evolve both continuously
and discretely, and hence require estimation techniques that go
well beyond the capability of a typical Kalman Filter. Multiple
model (MM) estimation schemes track these system evolutions
by applying a bank of filters, one for each discrete system mode.
Modern systems, however, are often composed of many interconnected components that exhibit rich behaviors, due to complex,
system-wide interactions. Modeling these systems leads to complex
stochastic hybrid models that capture the large number of operational and failure modes. This large number of modes makes a
typical MM estimation approach infeasible for online estimation.
This paper analyzes the shortcomings of MM estimation, and
then introduces an alternative hybrid estimation scheme that can
efficiently estimate complex systems with large number of modes.
It utilizes search techniques from the toolkit of model-based reasoning in order to focus the estimation on the set of most likely
modes, without missing symptoms that might be hidden amongst
the system noise. In addition, we present a novel approach to hybrid estimation in the presence of unknown behavioral modes. This
leads to an overall hybrid estimation scheme for complex systems
that robustly copes with unforeseen situations in a degraded, but
fail-safe manner.
Index Terms—Artificial intelligence, diagnosis, fault detection
and isolation (FDI), hybrid systems, multiple model estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

ODAY’S COMPLEX artifacts, such as space probes or
process automation systems, can be characterized by their
high complexity and the demand for high performance, availability, and safety. Advanced control and automation methods
play an important role in achieving these requirements. While
advanced control methods improve performance and robustness
along many dimensions, their added complexity also makes
these systems vulnerable to unanticipated failures. For instance,
a malfunction in a sensor or an actuator can produce undesired
effects. To avoid these negative effects, it is essential to be able
to track a system’s operation accurately and to identify faults,
in order to react appropriately.
Traditional model-based fault detection and isolation (FDI)
techniques (e.g., [1], [2]) are frequently used to identify faults
in artifacts. These techniques compare the system’s operation
with predictions of a model and identify faults whenever the
predictions deviate from measurements taken. They then isolate
faults using some sort of diagnostic method. Our aim is to be
able to track both a variety of operational modes of the system
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and arbitrary combinations of fault conditions. This goes well
beyond the scope of the state of the art in FDI methods, due to
the exponential number of ways in which fault conditions may
be combined.
Hybrid estimation schemes solve a similar problem, but
provide an integrated approach to estimate the system’s current
operational or failure mode, as well as the unmeasured (continuous) state variables in the system. An optimal hybrid estimator
tracks every possible state trajectory of the system, that is, all
possible mode sequences and their associated continuous state
evolution. This full hypotheses estimation involves a number of
trajectory hypotheses that is exponential in the number of time
steps considered. Typically, the number of possible trajectories
becomes too large to track after only a few time steps. Approximate hybrid estimation schemes address this exponential
growth by merging trajectories, or pruning unlikely trajectories.
For example, multiple model (MM) estimation algorithms work
with a set of models that captures the possible operational and
fault modes for a system. Estimation is performed by executing
filters concurrently (one for each mode) and by combining the
mode-conditioned estimates according to an algorithm-specific
(probabilistic) weighting scheme. Examples of MM-estimation
schemes include the generalized pseudo-Bayesian algorithm
(GPB) [3], the detection-estimation method [4], the residual
correlation Kalman filter bank [5], and the interacting multiple
model algorithm (IMM) [6]. These methods track multiple
hybrid estimates over time, but require at least as many filters
as there are modes in the model of the system. This number can
be very large for models of real-world artifacts. For example,
consider a system with ten components. Each component has
three nominal and two fault modes. The resulting hybrid model
. It is currently infeasible for an
has
online algorithm to execute 10 million filters.
Adaptive MM-estimation has been proposed as a possible
solution to this dilemma. It adapts the mode set to a subset
of modes that are most likely at a given time point. Adaptive
MM-estimation methods (e.g., [7]–[9]) differ in the way in
which they obtain an appropriate mode set. One example is to
use the mode transition graph of the model in order to deduce
the set of modes that are immediately reachable, given the
previous estimate. This set, however, can still be very large. Reconsider the 10-component example above, while assuming that
each mode of a component has on average two successor modes
(one nominal and one fault mode). An adaptive MM-estimation
method considers the current mode and its two successor modes
–still
for each component. This leads to
unrealistically large for online estimation.
In the domain of discrete systems, monitoring and diagnosis
methods based on model-based reasoning [10] have proven to
cope well with the complexity of modern artifacts. For example,
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the Livingstone system [11] successfully monitored and diagnosed the DS-1 space probe in flight, a system with approximodes of operation. Livingstone’s mode estimation
mately
capability utilizes the concept of concurrent belief-state update
and reformulates estimation as a -best search problem. This
reformulation enables the application of conflict directed A*
search techniques ([12], [13]) in order to focus estimation on
the most likely estimates only. This approach succeeds because
a small subset of the set of possible modes of a system is typically sufficient to cover most of the probability space. For hybrid estimation, we adopt an analogous scheme that re-frames
hybrid estimation as a -best search problem. This allows us to
utilize algorithms similar to Livingstone’s discrete mode estimation, thus coping with the complexity of hybrid estimation
for real-world systems.
Hybrid estimation and MM estimation schemes, in particular,
work well as long as the underlying models are “close” mathematical descriptions of the physical artifact. They can fail severely whenever unforeseen situations occur. This means that
the models must capture the exhaustive set of possible behavioral modes. This exhaustive model requirement of hybrid estimation is in contrast to assumptions taken in discrete modelbased diagnosis [10]. Its underlying concept of constraint suspension [14] allows diagnosis of systems where no assumption
is made about the behavior of one or several components of
the system. In this way, model-based diagnosis schemes, such
as the General Diagnostic Engine (GDE) [15] or the Sherlock
system [16], capture unspecified and unforeseen behaviors of
the system by considering an unknown mode that does not impose any constraint on the system’s variables. This paper provides an approach for incorporating the concept of unknown
mode into our hybrid estimation scheme. Our approach is based
on an online model decomposition method that works around
each unknown mode, by constructing a set of concurrent estimators for subsets of the system in which component modes
have specified behaviors.
Several other approaches have been recently presented for
hybrid system estimation and diagnosis. Many of them provide alternative bridges between the fields of model-based diagnosis, MM estimation and hybrid systems. Most of these approaches (e.g., [17] and [18]) utilize a heterogeneous set of techniques taken from the two distinct research communities. [17],
for example, utilizes Bayesian mode estimation together with a
timed Petri net model for diagnosis. [18] combines hybrid behavior tracking, mode estimation, and qualitative-quantitative
reasoning techniques for fault diagnosis of continuous systems
with supervisory control. The hybrid framework for simulation,
diagnosis, and system tracking that is described in [19] builds
upon the same foundation as our work, the Livingstone system
[11]. It utilizes interval descriptions to express uncertainties at
the continuous level, probabilities for discrete mode estimation
and a continuous/discrete interface in order to synchronize both
types of estimation. In contrast, our work provides a homogeneous framework that makes extensive use of probabilities for
both continuous state and discrete mode estimation. Other estimation methods that should be noted here build upon alternative
AI methods for state estimation, such as Bayesian networks [20]
or particle filters [21]–[26].
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This paper begins with an introduction to hybrid estimation
in Section II. We then motivate approximate hybrid estimation schemes in Section III, review traditional approaches in
Section III-A, and show their limitations for complex system
estimation. Section III-B presents our hybrid estimation framework (HME), introduced in [27], and reviews its model-based
reasoning roots. In Section IV, we extend our basic hybrid
estimation framework to handle the unknown mode, through
a model decomposition method based on causal ordering.
This leads to a robust and efficient hybrid estimation method
that combines classical state estimation with model-based
reasoning. Section V uses examples to demonstrate HME,
evaluates its performance, and compares it to IMM.
II. HYBRID ESTIMATION
We model a physical artifact using a stochastic hybrid
) with continudiscrete-time model (sampling-period
, observations
ously valued inputs
and discretely valued (command) inputs
. The mode of the hybrid model is capand
tured by the discrete state variables1
. The continuous state varihas domain
capture the continuously valued
ables
dynamic evolution of the hybrid model, which is specified in
terms of stochastic difference equations
(1)
with observations
(2)
and
, we denote the valuation of the continWith
uous state and output at the time step (
).
denotes the mode that is in effect during the sampling-period
(
).
and
denote zero-mean
Gaussian state and measurement noise that are characterized in
terms of their covariance matrices and , respectively. The
, together with the continuous state
, specify the
mode
at time step . The discretely
hybrid state
valued evolution of the hybrid model is characterized in terms
of the probabilistic transition function
(3)
which specifies the conditional probability of mode transitions
, given the hybrid state
and command input
.
and the continuous state
are only obThe mode
. As a
served indirectly, in terms of the noisy observation
consequence, one has to use a hybrid estimator to infer the state.
This hybrid estimation problem can be stated as follows.
A. Hybrid Estimation Problem
Given a hybrid discrete-time model [(1)–(3)], iniand the sequences of observatial state information
1We assume a system with  components and specify its mode in terms of
one discrete state variable x 2 x per component.
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tions

and control inputs
and
,
at time step .
estimate the hybrid state
Our model allows switching among the modes. As a consequence, an optimal hybrid estimator has to track possible trajectories involving mode changes
(4)

and obtain their estimates, which we denote by
. A hybrid state estimate
defines the tuple

(5)
with mode
and the multivariate probability density funcas continuous state estimate with mean
and
tion (pdf)
.
covariance matrix
Since we are dealing with a set of trajectory hypotheses2, we
will use a superscript index in parentheses, for example,
, to
refer to the ’th trajectory hypothesis
that estimates a possible trajectory up to the time step . This
trajectory hypothesis includes the hybrid estimate
, at its
fringe. This fringe estimate specifies the mode estimate
and the continuous estimate in terms of a pdf
with mean
. The trajectory hypotheses
are ranked
according to their conditional probability
,
denotes the combined sequence of continuous inputs
where
and discrete (command) inputs
up to time step .
These probabilities define a probability distribution
(6)

X

Fig. 1. Full-hypothesis tree and trajectory path for behavior ^

.

The fringe estimates
and their associated conditional
probabilities
are calculated according to the following twostep process (e.g., see [28] or [29]). The first step deduces possible transitions
and forms trajectory hypotheses
. It then calculates the prior probability
according to
the previous posterior probability
ability as

and the transition prob-

(7)
The second step takes the current measurement
count. It performs (extended Kalman) filtering

according to the model for mode
rior probability
as

into ac-

and calculates the poste-

over the set of trajectory hypotheses

(8)

The hybrid observation function
Thus,
and the fringe estimates
of the trajectory hypotheses specify the hybrid state distribution at time
step . In the following we will use the short notation
for
.
Hybrid estimation deduces trajectory estimates incrementally, starting with a set of initial estimates
,
specified in terms of the initial information
of the hybrid estimation problem. Hybrid estimation determines for
all hypotheses
all possible transitions
and deduces the associated hybrid estimate
. Thus it extends a hypothesis
with possible sucand obtains new trajectory hypotheses
cessor states
. This operation can be interpreted as
building a full-hypothesis tree that encodes the estimates for the
possible trajectories that the system can take on (see Fig. 1).
2To be precise, one tracks possible mode sequences with their associated continuous trajectories and the estimates thereof [28], [29]. However, for the sake
of a concise presentation, we omit this extra detail and describe hybrid estimation in terms of trajectory hypotheses only.

(9)
quantifies the level of agreement between the prior estimate
and the observation
. Its value
is determined by
(10)
denotes the filter
where
innovation with associated covariance matrix .
III. APPROXIMATE HYBRID ESTIMATION
As discussed earlier, tracking all possible trajectories of a
system is almost always intractable, because the number of trajectory hypotheses becomes too large after only a few time steps
(Fig. 2 illustrates this fact for the ten-component example that
was introduced above). Therefore, it is inevitable to use approximate hybrid estimation schemes.
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Two-step full hypothesis tree for a (moderately) complex system.

A. MM Estimation
Various MM estimation schemes address the intractability
problem of hybrid estimation. A good tradeoff between computational cost and estimation quality is achieved by the interacting multiple model (IMM) algorithm [6]. IMM copes with
the exponential explosion over time by merging trajectory hypotheses which share the same mode in their fringe estimate,
prior filtering. As a consequence, IMM requires at most concurrent filters, where is the number of modes of the hybrid
model. The shift from trajectory conditioned estimates to mode
conditioned ones is reflected in the first estimation step. IMM
replaces (7) with

(11)

and merges the previous mode conditioned estimates
cordingly
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(12)
serve as initial
The merged mode conditioned estimates
values for the consecutive filtering step of the IMM algorithm.
This step is equivalent to (8) but utilizes a limited number of
mode hypotheses.
Standard IMM uses as many hypotheses as there are modes
. This number of modes, howin the system, that is,
ever, can be very large. Therefore, variable-structure, or adaptive MM-estimation [7]–[9] was proposed to reduce the number
of hypotheses. Adaptive MM-estimation works in two phases.
The first mode-set adaption phase uses a statistical test to choose
that are most likely at a
suitable subsets of modes
given time point . The second phase applies a standard MM-es. This clear
timation algorithm with the reduced mode-set
separation of mode-set adaption and estimation has the advantage that various mode-set adaption schemes can be used together with a standard MM-estimation algorithm, such as IMM.
A major drawback, however, is that the algorithms do not make
use of posterior information that is gathered in the course of
can still be very
estimation. Furthermore, the mode-sets
large. Recall our hypothetical ten-component model that has
. Mode-set adaption would consider for each state update the current mode and, on average,

K -best filtering for hybrid estimation.

two successor modes (one nominal and one fault mode). This
, which is still beyond the scope
leads to
of a typical MM-estimation algorithm.
B. Focused Hybrid Estimation
Some discrete model-based monitoring and diagnosis systems, for example the Livingstone and Titan systems [11], [30],
build upon the concept of the hidden Markov model (HMM)
style belief-state update. They reformulate HMM belief-state
update as a discrete, constraint-based, multiattribute utility
problem, and employ conflict-directed search techniques ([12],
[13]) in order to focus estimation onto the most likely estimates. For hybrid estimation, we utilize similarities with this
previous work in order to re-frame the hybrid estimation task
as search. This bridges prior work in model-based reasoning
with MM-estimation and allows us to cope with the complexity
of hybrid estimation for real-world systems.
In order to achieve successful operation within a real-time
computing environment, we proposed an any-time/any-space
solution [27] that dynamically adjusts the number of trajectory
hypotheses tracked in order to fit within the processor’s computational and memory limits. This leads to an approximate
hybrid estimation algorithm that focuses onto the leading set
of
hypotheses and truncates less likely ones (for simplicity, we assume in the following
also denotes its
that the superscript index of a hypothesis
rank). One can interpret this operation as carefully exploring the
full hypothesis tree with beam search, also known as -best filtering. Fig. 3 illustrates this operation for a fixed fringe size of
.
Limiting the number of hypotheses at each time step to
deals with the exponential growth of hypotheses over time.
However, we still face the dilemma of generating the next
best estimates, at each time step, without incurring an
prohibitive amount of work. To accomplish this we employ
a best-first successor state enumeration scheme, generalizing
from [11].
Let us recall the two operational steps of hybrid estimation.
, hybrid estimation selects a posGiven the fringe estimate
with associated probabilistic
sible transition
in the first step, and filters the state in the
transition function
second step. The conditional probability for the resulting state
is
(13)
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^
Successor deduction x

! x^

.
Fig. 5. Best-first search tree for successor enumeration.

where
denotes the probabilistic observation function for
and denotes the normalization term. We can interpret
these operations as building the search tree as shown in Fig. 4.
The transition function ( ) and the observation function ( )
along a path determine the rank of the corresponding estimate
among all successors of
. If we take the negative log, then we can view this problem as a shortest path
arithm of
problem, where the negative logarithm of the conditional probabilities along the arcs of the tree correspond to path costs, and
one seeks the path with the lowest combined cost. In a shortest
path problem, it makes sense to ensure that the path costs are
nonnegative. The negative logarithm of the transition function
obeys this property. However,
denotes the value of a
multivariate Gaussian pdf [(10)] so that its negative logarithm is
not necessarily nonnegative. Therefore, we use a slightly modified observation function that fixes this problem3:
(14)
In order to solve this search problem efficiently, we exploit the
fact that the overall hybrid model is composed of individual
components and that the transitions of the components are conditionally independent of each other. Thus, we can consider
possible mode transitions component-wise. Component-based
approaches for identifying mode transitions were introduced
within the Livingstone and Titan mode estimation components,
based on the conflict-directed A* search algorithm [13], generalized from the GDE and Sherlock systems for multiple fault
diagnosis. Similar to this mode estimation, we can now formulate successor enumeration as a shortest path problem with an
unfolded search tree that consists of transition steps, one for
each component, and one estimation step as shown in Fig. 5.
Search based successor enumeration starts with one or sevand incrementally builds a
eral estimates
represearch tree. A node at a tree-depth of
sents a goal node that encodes a successor estimate
. The
underlying operations are: 1) to decide possible transitions for
individual components (expansion of nodes with a tree depth
) and 2) to perform (extended Kalman) filtering in
the last expansion step.
Best-first search with A* represents a search procedure for
shortest path problems that focuses onto the paths that lead
to goal nodes that encode the leading set of successor states
3This solution is legitimate since the second step of hybrid estimation (8) ensures normalization of b . Independent of our motivation, Maybeck and Stevens
[31] suggest this change for standard MM-estimation. They justify this change
because of their observation that the normalization term represents an artificial
bias that can lead to incorrect mode estimates.

. For this purpose, A* search incrementally
expands search tree nodes that seem most promising. The
is measured by utility
, which
“promise” of a node
from the root node to node
and a
combines the cost
of the expected cost to go. More
(conservative) estimate
and
for a node
at tree
specifically, we define
depth
of a search tree with a root node that encodes
as follows: In terms of the cost from the root to node ,
we add the negative logarithms of the transition functions
so far and the modified observation function
if

(15)
for the root node allows us to
The offset
handle several root nodes, one per fringe estimate
, within one concurrent search problem. In
terms of the expected cost to go, we consider the best transitions
for the remaining components4 and obtain
(16)
The cost
node
as

and the heuristic

define the utility of a

(17)
A* is a complete and optimal search algorithm whenever the
heuristic for the cost to go
is an admissible heuristic, that
is, it never overestimates the cost [12]. Our definition in (16)
ensures this property, since the most likely transitions provide
the lowest cost. As a consequence, our search-based successor
upon its
enumeration scheme provides the leading estimate
first call to A* search and any consecutive call provides the next
best successor in the order of decreasing
. Generating successors in the order of decreasing likelihood consecutively enables us to terminate successor enumeration whenever we run
short of computational resources. Completeness of the underlying A* search procedure guarantees that the set of successors
, that was found so far, represents the leading
set. Any consecutive call would only add a less likely successor.
4We

omit an estimate for P since the best possible value P = 1 induces

0 ln(1) = 0.
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IV. HYBRID ESTIMATION WITH UNKNOWN
BEHAVIORAL MODES
Hybrid estimation schemes require models that are “close”
mathematical descriptions of the system. They can fail severely
whenever unforeseen, that is, unmodeled, situations occur.
However, unanticipated failures do occur in real world systems,
hence it is important that hybrid estimation copes with an unknown mode of operation. The concept of the unknown mode is
central to model-based reasoning [10]. Model-based diagnosis
systems, such as constraint suspension [14] or GDE [15], [32],
capture unspecified and unforeseen behaviors of the system in
terms of an unknown mode that does not impose any constraint
on the system’s variables.
This section incorporates this key concept into our hybrid estimation scheme. Our approach builds upon an online
system decomposition capability that operates on our concurrent probabilistic hybrid automata (cPHA) model. We begin
with a brief summary of our hybrid model (initially presented
in [27]).
A. CPHA
Typical applications for our hybrid estimation scheme are
comprised of individual components, each of which has several
modes of operation and failure. We model individual components as a probabilistic hybrid automata (PHA). The model of
the overall system is then composed of a set of concurrently
operating automata that interact via shared variables. This is a
hybrid analogue of the concurrent constraint automata that were
introduced in [11].
A PHA can be seen as an extension of a hidden Markov model
that incorporates discrete-time difference and algebraic equations for each mode, in order to capture the continuously valued
dynamic evolution of a system. More specifically, we describe
the PHA as a tuple

Fig. 6.

Example cPHA composed of three PHAs.

A cPHA specifies the composition of a set of component auas a tuple
tomata 7
(19)
The continuous input
and output variables define disjoint
and essubsets of the I/O variables
tablish the interconnection to the outside world. Shared conestablish the interconnection
tinuous I/O variables
deamong the cPHA components .
notes the set of discrete (command) inputs. A cPHA characterizes disturbances with respect to the outside world in terms of
the noise variables and , which act upon the state variables
and the output variables (observations) ,
respectively. We model the disturbances as zero-mean Gaussian
and
noise and characterize them with
. These mode dependent functions provide the covariance matrices and for the state disturbance
and measurement noise , respectively. Fig. 6 illustrates
the cPHA composition in terms of a simple example with three
PHAs.
A cPHA specifies a mode dependent discrete-time model for
a system with command inputs , continuous inputs , continuous outputs , mode
, continuous
and disturbances and .
state variables
The discrete-time evolution of and is described, similar to
(1) and (2), by the nonlinear system of difference equations

(18)

(20)

where
denotes the hybrid state variables of the
and the continuous state
automaton, composed of the mode
specifies the set of possible
variables 5.
aggregates the
modes. The set of I/O variables
discrete (command) inputs
and continuous variables
that
will establish the interconnection with other components and
the outside world6. The continuous evolution of the automaton
in terms of discrete-time
is specified by
difference equations
(with sampling-period ) and alge. Finally, the state and command input debraic equations
specifies the dispendent probabilistic transition function
crete (mode) evolution of the automaton, as introduced in (3)
denotes the initial state information.
above, and

The functions and
are obtained automatically by symbolically solving8 the set of equations

5In the context of PHAs/cPHAs, we interpret a vector v = [v ; . . . ; v ]
with components v also as a set of variables fv ; . . . ; v g. This enables us, for
example, to apply set operations to aggregate variables, identify shared variables
among components.
6A PHA does not explicitly specify whether a variable w 2 w denotes an
input or output. The interconnection topology of a concurrent automata and the
set of equations that are valid for a particular mode of operation implicitly determine whether a variable w acts as an input or output of the PHA component.

(21)
for the mode of operation
For example, consider the cPHA of Fig. 6 with

.

(22)
denote the components of a PHA A by x , x , u , w , F etc..
symbolic solver utilizes the Weyl computer algebra system [33] and
currently restricts the algebraic equations and nonlinear functions to ones that
can be explicitly solved.
7We

8Our
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, , and
provide for the mode
the equations

Fig. 7. Example cPHA extended with noise inputs and causality.

(23)
This leads to the discrete-time model

Fig. 8. Decomposed cPHA.

(24)
1) Unknown Mode of a cPHA: As a preparation for dealing
with unknown behaviors, our cPHA compiler includes an
unknown mode
for each PHA
of the cPHA. In addition,
of
includes unlikely
the probabilistic transition function
transitions with low probability (e.g., 0.001) from each mode
to
and uniformly distributed reverse transitions.
An unknown mode does not impose any constraint (equation)
returns an
among its variables [14]. Hence, the function
.
empty set of equations upon a call with argument
These extensions complete our integration of the unknown
mode into our hybrid model. The next section outlines extensions to our hybrid estimation scheme that enables HME to deal
with unanticipated behavior in terms of the unknown mode.
B. Filter Decomposition and Hybrid Estimation With
Unknown Modes
Hybrid estimation deduces trajectory hypotheses by repeatedly generating possible modes
through consecutive filtering. The addition of the unknown mode to the cPHA can lead
to mode hypotheses in which one or more components are at
. Such a mode hypothesis, however, leads to an incomplete
, since components with mode
do
set of equations
not impose any constraint upon their continuous state and I/O
variables. As a consequence, we cannot deduce a mathematical
model in the form of (20) for the overall system, which is required to derive the appropriate extended Kalman filter in order
to perform the estimation step.
Let us assume that our 3-PHA model is in the mode
, that is, component 1 ( ) is in the unknown
mode. The set of equations
omits any relation between
and the internal variable
. As a consequence,
the input
we fail to provide the extended Kalman filter. However, a close
look at the PHA interconnection (Fig. 7)9 reveals that we can
and the obserestimate component 3 by its observed output
as a substitute for its input value. This intuitive apvation
proach utilizes a decomposition of the cPHA into two systems,
as shown in Fig. 8.
9The figure extends Fig. 6 with the implicit noise inputs, as well as it indicates
the causality (directionality) for the internal I/O variables.

Fig. 9. Decomposed filter.

The decomposition allows us to treat the parts of the system
independently. We deduce a filter cluster (Fig. 9) that consists
of two concurrent filters. The incomplete set of equations prevents us from calculating the first filter, for the components
and , but it provides enough information to derive the second
filter, which estimates the state of . However, filter cluster deduction has to account for the fact that we use the measurement
of the input to
in replacement for its true value. This
can be interpreted as having virtual additive noise at the component’s input, as indicated in Fig. 8. A straightforward modificafor the state variables of the
tion of the covariance matrix
second filter takes this into account
(25)
where denotes the variance of
, and
denotes
with respect to
.
the input vector of
The system decomposition is essential for incorporating the
unknown mode. The decomposition leads to a factorization of
the probabilistic observation function
(26)

where
denotes the probabilistic observation function of the
th filter in the filter cluster. This factorization allows us to calwhenever one or more compoculate an upper bound for
nents of the system are in the unknown mode. We simply take
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Fig. 10.

Causal graph for the 3-PHA example.

the product over the remaining filters in the cluster.10 In our exthis would mean
ample, with unknown component

where
denotes the observation function of the filter that
.
estimates the continuous state of component
The following subsection provides an algorithmic solution for
the system analysis, decomposition and filter cluster deduction
that we introduced informally above.11
C. System Decomposition and Filter Cluster Deduction
The starting point for the decomposition of the system at a
is the set of equations
mode
(27)
Although we still solve the equations symbolically in order to
obtain a mathematical model of form (20), we interpret (27) as
. The following decomposition
the raw model for the mode
performs a structural analysis of the raw model based on causal
analysis [35], [36], structural observability analysis [37]–[39]
and graph decomposition [40].
A cPHA model does not a priori impose a fixed causal structure that explicitly specifies directionality of automaton interconnections. The specification of the (exogenous) input variof the cPHA and the set of equations specify
ables
causality implicitly. We obtain the causal dependencies for a
using the bipartite-matching based algoparticular mode
rithm presented in [35]. The resulting causal graph records the
. We
causal dependencies among the variables of the cPHA
denote the causal graph by
and omit the arguments when clear from context. Fig. 10 shows the graph for the
. Each
the 3-PHA example at mode
vertex of the causal graph represents one equation
or an exogenous variable specification (e.g.,
) and is labeled
by its dependent variable, which also specifies the outgoing
edge. In the following, we will use the variable name to refer to
the corresponding vertex in the causal graph. Vertices without
incoming edges specify the exogenous variables.
The goal of our analysis is to obtain a set of independent subsystems that utilize observed variables as virtual inputs. To accomplish this we: 1) slice the graph at observed variable vertices
with outgoing edges; 2) insert new vertices to represent virtual
inputs; and 3) re-map the sliced outgoing edges to the appropriate virtual input vertex. Fig. 11 demonstrates this re-mapping for the causal graph of Fig. 10. The cPHA specification
and
as observed. The vertex with depen[(22)] asserts
has an outgoing edge, thus we slice the graph
dent variable
and remap the edge to the virtual input
.
at

P

10This

is equivalent to considering the upper bounds of the inequalities

 1 for each unknown filter j .

11An
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earlier version of this decomposition scheme was presented at the Principles of Diagnosis Workshop – DX-02 [34].

Fig. 11. Remapped causal graph for the 3-PHA example.

Fig. 12. Remapped causal graph for the 3-PHA example with unknown
component
.

A

A dynamic filter, such as an extended Kalman filter, can only
estimate the observable part of the model. Therefore, it is essential to perform an observability analysis prior to calculating
the filter, so that nonobservable parts of the model are excluded.
Throughout this paper, we assume that loss of observability is
caused by a structural defect of the model (e.g., a stuck-at fault
of a sensor that disconnects, in the causal graph, the measurement from the rest of the model).12 Therefore, we perform this
analysis on a structural basis and evaluate for every variable
whether there exists at least one causally dependent
that can be used to estimate the value
output variable
of . More specifically:
of a cPHA
Definition 1: We call a variable
at mode
structurally observable (SO) whenever it is directly
, or there exists at least one path in the
observed, that is,
that connects the variable to an
causal graph
of
.
output variable
A filter estimates the state variables based on observations
and the inputs
that act upon the state variables . Thus,
.
estimation involves knowledge about the actuated inputs
This indicates that structural observability is not yet sufficient
to determine the sub-model for estimation. We have to ensure
that no variable with unknown value influences the state variables. To illustrate this fact, let us again consider the 3–PHA
. Component 1 in
example with mode
the unknown mode omits the equation that relates
with
.
that labels
as exogenous
This leads to a causal graph
acts as an unknown exogenous input, in(Fig. 12). Thus,
and, as a consequence, prevents
fluences the state variable
us from estimating it. Again, we perform a structural analysis
of the causal graph that identifies variables that causally depend
upon unknown exogenous variables, more specifically:
of a cPHA
Definition 2: We call a variable
at mode
structurally determined (SD) whenever it is an
, or there does not exist a path
input variable, that is,
that connects an unknown
in the causal graph
with .
exogenous variable
From an algorithmic point of view, it is helpful to eliminate
loops in the causal graph prior to checking variables against both
12Otherwise, it is necessary to perform an additional numerical observability
test [41] as structural observability only provides a necessary condition for observability.
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Fig. 13.

Causal SCC graph for the 3-PHA example.

Fig. 14.

Labeled and partitioned causal SCC graph for the 3-PHA example.

structural criteria. For this purpose, we calculate the strongly
connected components [40] of the causal graph.
Definition 3: A strongly connected component (SCC) of the
is a maximal set
of variables in which
causal graph
there is a path from any one variable in the set to another variable in the set.
Fig. 13 shows the remapped causal graph for the 3-PHA
example after grouping variables into strongly connected
components. The strong interconnection among variables in a
strongly connected component implies that: 1) structural observability of variables in a strongly connected component follows
directly from structural observability of at least one variable in
the strongly connected component and 2) a variable in a strongly
connected component is structurally determined, if and only if all
variables in the strongly connected component are structurally
determined. As a consequence, we can apply our structural
analysis directly to strongly connected components and operate
on the acyclic strongly connected component graph.
Our structural analysis algorithm [34] determines structural observability and determination (SOD) of a variable by
traversing the strongly connected component graph backward
from observed variables toward the inputs. In the course of this
analysis, we label nonexogenous strongly connected components
with a tag that records their influence upon observed variables.
This indexing scheme allows us to cluster the variables into
nonoverlapping subsets. The direct relation between a variable,
its determining equation, and the cPHA component that specified
this equation leads to the component clusters sought for (see
Fig. 14 for the partitioned SCC graph of the 3-PHA example).
Each component cluster defines the observable and determined raw model for a subsystem of the cPHA. This raw model
can be solved symbolically and provides a nonlinear system of
difference equations, of the form (20) with additional virtual inputs. This nonlinear system of difference equations determines
the individual filter for the filter cluster.
1) Filter Cluster Deduction Within Our Hybrid Estimation
Framework: A filter cluster with several concurrent extended
Kalman filters and the overall extended Kalman filter are interchangeable, as they provide the same expected value for the con-

) for nominal modes of the cPHA. Howtinuous state (
ever, the execution of several “small” filters outperforms a single
“large” filter for the whole system (the computational requirestate variables are approximents for a Kalman Filter with
mately proportional to
[42]). Therefore, we do not limit decomposition to hypotheses with unknown modes, but also use
filter clusters for nominal modes
of the cPHA.
The number of modes of hybrid models for a complex physical artifact can be very large. This prevents us from compiling
all filters a priori. However, deducing the same filter clusters
over and over again would impose an unnecessarily large computational burden. Therefore, we cache a limited number of filters for re-use. This strategy represents a good compromise between the run-time cost of online deduction and the memory
requirement of a priori filter compilation. Decomposition helps
here as well. It significantly reduces the number of filter deductions since we can re-use the cached filters as “building blocks”
for filter clusters. For example, the 3-PHA system of (22) has
. The deduction of the 18 possible
filter clusters (Fig. 9), however, requires only 9 filter deductions,
for filter 1 (components
and
), and
three variations for filter 2 (component
).
Our overall hybrid estimation framework utilizes system decomposition and filter deduction as follows: Hybrid estimation
after the first steps of
deduces a suitable mode candidate
the underlying A* search procedure. A consecutive expansion
of the associated search node performs the continuous estimation step. This involves: 1) retrieval of the raw model
;
2) the decomposition thereof; 3) cache retrieval or application
of an algebraic solver to deduce subsets of difference and algebraic equations for each component cluster with consecutive
filter deduction; and 4) execution of the filter cluster that leads
.
to the new estimate
V. EXAMPLES
In this section, we present numerical examples and simulation
results. This demonstrates our HME, and compares it to IMM
and an optimal estimator. In addition, we demonstrate HME
with a process automation example that is beyond the scope of
MM-estimation.
A. A Simple Concurrent Automaton
We consider the three-component cPHA introduced above
as a first example, in order to compare our hybrid estimation
scheme to an IMM and variable-structure IMM based hybrid estimator. As a baseline, we use an artificial “optimal” estimator
that utilizes the correct mode information.
,
and
of the three
The raw model for the modes
components is given in (23). What remains is to specify the variations in the equation-sets for the other modes

(28)
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Transition graphs for the three PHA example.

The transition graphs that specify , , and
are given in
Fig. 15. The transition probabilities are given as labels on the
arcs of the digraphs and are independent of the continuous state
variables and the command inputs.
The noise is assumed to be independent of the mode. Thus,
and
of the cPHA specify
(29)
The simulation results are based on a randomly generated
. Figs. 16 and 17
simulation, with
show the first 500 samples of the mode sequence and measurements, respectively. We use the average relative estimation error
of the algorithms to compare continuous filtering quality of the
various algorithms. Mode estimation is evaluated by the number
of wrongly classified modes, in particular, single, double and
triple mode estimation errors, relative to the overall number
) as a percentage. Table I summarizes the
of estimations (
estimation results for the IMM, variable-structure IMM (vsIMM) and our hybrid estimation algorithm with a variety of
fixed fringe sizes . We analyze both the basic nonclustering algorithm (
) and the extended algorithm with component
). HME tests
hyclustering, as described above (cpotheses in order to obtain the leading set of estimates (thus, it
deduces and executes extended Kalman filters). The columns
average and maximal number of tested hypotheses provide this
information. Finally, we include a runtime comparison based on
relative runtime for each algorithm under investigation (relative
to the standard IMM algorithm)13.
All algorithms perform well in terms of continuous estimation quality. Variable-structure IMM provides the same
continuous estimation quality for half of the runtime cost of
the standard IMM. However, the mode estimation of variable-structure IMM is significantly worse than IMM. Hybrid
estimation (HME and c-HME) show slightly degraded continuous estimation quality when compared to IMM. However,
HME and c-HME are significantly better than IMM in terms
of runtime cost. This advantage will be even more dramatic
in systems with a larger number of modes. It is evident that
the estimation quality of HME and c-HME increases with the
number of trajectory hypotheses that are considered during estimation (fringe size). Hybrid estimation with clustering, when
compared to its nonclustering variant, performs better in terms
of continuous estimation and mode estimation quality, as well
13The IMM and vs-IMM algorithms that are used in this comparison are implemented as a subset of the overall cPHA estimation tool that is written in
Common LISP. All estimation algorithms (IMM, vs-IMM, HME, and c-HME)
utilize the same concurrent filter bank data structures and calling mechanisms,
thus we can directly compare the runtime performances.

Fig. 16. Mode sequence
experiment.

Fig. 17.

Measurements y

=

x

,y

fx

;x

;x

g of the 3-PHA

for the 3-PHA experiment.

TABLE I
ALGORITHM COMPARISON

as in terms of runtime cost. The reasonably good estimation
quality for a small fringe size (e.g., c-HME2) suggests that a
hybrid estimator that utilizes our estimation scheme can work
reasonably well even under stringent resource constraints.
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BIO-Plex plant growth chamber.

B. Process Automation Example—BIO-Plex
Our major application is a simulation of the BIO-Plex Test
Complex at NASA Johnson Space Center, a five chamber facility for evaluating biological and physiochemical Martian life
support technologies. It is an artificial, biosphere-type, closed
environment, which must robustly provide all the air, water, and
most of the food for a crew of four without interruption. Plants
are grown in plant growth chambers, where they provide food
into
. In order
for the crew, and convert the exhaled
to maintain a closed-loop system, it is necessary to control the
resource exchange between the chambers without endangering
the crew. For the scope of this paper, we restrict our evaluation
and
control in one plant growth chamber (PGC), as
to
shown in Fig. 18.
The system is composed of several components, such as redundant flow regulators (FR1, FR2) that provide continuous
supply, redundant pulse injection valves (PIV1, PIV2) that
concentration rapidly,
provide a means for increasing the
a lighting system (LS), the plant growth chamber (PGC), and
redundant
concentrators (OC1, OC2). The control system
concentration of 1200
maintains a plant growth optimal
concentration of 21% during the day phase of
ppm and an
the system.
Hybrid estimation schemes are key to tracking system operational modes, as well as, detecting subtle failures and performing diagnoses. For example, we simulate a failure of the
second flow regulator. The regulator becomes off-line and drifts
slowly toward its closed position. This fault situation is difficult to capture by an explicit fault model, as we do not know,
in advance, whether the regulator drifts toward its positive or
negative limit, nor do we know the magnitude of the drift. A
fault of this type, which develops slowly and whose symptom
is hidden among the system noise, is a typical candidate for our
unknown-mode detection capability. In addition, we also provide explicit failure models that describe common situations.
For example, the PGC has a plant growth area that is arranged
in ten shelves, stacked in three columns – a large center stack
and two small side stacks. We model five possible lighting failures in terms of a reduced illumination at the impaired shelves.
In the following we describe the outcome of a simulated experiment with two failures. A flow regulator fault with drifting

, and a light fault,
symptom is injected at time point
. The faults
which harms one side shelf, is injected at
and
for the flow reguare “repaired” at
lator fault and the lighting fault, respectively.
The simulated data is gathered from the execution of a refined and extended subset of NASA’s JSC’s CONFIG model
for the BIO-Plex system [43], [44]. Hybrid estimation utilizes
a cPHA model that consists of eight components, as shown in
Fig. 19. In terms of the complexity of the hybrid estimation
problem, we note that the concurrent automaton has approximately 450 000 modes, a number that is far beyond the scope of
standard MM-estimation schemes.
Each mode describes the dynamic evolution of the
chamber system by a fifth order system of difference
equations. For example, the nominal operation of the
plant growth can be characterized by the mode
, where
chara closed pulse
acterizes a partially open flow regulator,
all lights on,
a plant growth mode
injection valve,
a set of inactive
concentrators,
at 1200 ppm, and
respectively. This mode specifies the raw model

(30)
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Fig. 19. BIO-Plex cPHA model.

Fig. 21.

Control input u and measured CO input flow rates.

Fig. 22.

CO

Fig. 20. Causal graph of the BIO-Plex cPHA raw model (30).

where

denotes

(31)
and
denote the gas flow ([g/min]) of flow regulator
1 and 2, respectively,
captures the total number of gramdenotes the
concentramoles of gas in the chamber,
denotes the
concentration ([vol.%])
tion ([ppm]) and
denotes a multiplicative conin the plant growth chamber.
stant that captures the dependency between plant growth and the
photo-synthetic photon flux of the lights above the plant trays.
and
denote the
gas flow ([g/min]) of the pulse
injection valves and
and
denote the
gas flow
([g/min]) to the oxygen concentrators. Equation (31) approximates the gas production/consumption rate due to photo-synthesis in the plants [43].
The causal graph (Fig. 20) of the raw model (30) leads to the
decomposition that groups the components into a cluster with
), one with the second flow reguthe first flow regulator (
) and one cluster for the remaining components, that
lator (
is, the pulse injection valves, the lighting system, the chamber
). This enables us
and the oxygen concentrators (
to estimate the mode and continuous state of the flow regulators
independent of the remaining system. As a consequence, an unknown mode in a flow regulator does not impose any constrain
on the estimate for the remaining system.
and
Fig. 21 shows the continuous input (control signal)
the observed flow rates for flow regulator 1 and 2 and the
concentration for the experiment. Both flow regulators provide

level in plant growth chamber.

. At this
half of the requested gas injection rate up to
time point, the second flow regulator starts to slowly drift to. The
ward its closed position, which it reaches at
chamber control system reacts immediately and increases the
concentration at 1,200
control signal in order to keep the
ppm. This transient behavior causes a slight bump in the
concentration, as shown in Fig. 22. The outcome of mode estimation is shown in Fig. 23 for the flow regulator and the lighting
system. Our hybrid mode estimation system detects this unmodand declares flow regulator 2 to be in the
eled fault at
unknown mode (we indicate the unknown mode by the mode
number 0 in Fig. 23). The flow regulator mode stuck-closed
) becomes more and more likely as the regulator drifts to(
ward its closed position. Hybrid mode estimation prefers this
onward, although
mode as symptom explanation from
the flow regulator goes into saturation a little bit later at
.
is detected almost instantly at
The light fault at
(
). However, lighting failure at one side stack
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Mode estimates for flow regulator 2 and lighting system.

leads to a slightly modified dynamic behavior that is hard to discriminate from the plant growth mode at full light. As a consequence, we obtain some mis-classifications. The good discrimination among the pre-specified modes (failure and nominal) is
further demonstrated at the termination points of the faults. Repair of the flow regulator 2 and the lighting system are detected
and
, respectively. Taking
immediately at
all components into account, we obtain the correct mode estimation at 91% of all time samples of this experiment.
This simplified real-world process automation problem also
effectively demonstrates the benefit of our focused hybrid estimation scheme. We performed an estimation that maintained a
fringe of the ten best estimates at each of the 795 time steps.
This involved 496 809 filter executions. The majority of these
filter operations used cached filters. Only 196 online deductions of extended Kalman filters were necessary for the experiment. Our focused hybrid estimation scheme tested, on average,
218 hypotheses to obtain the leading set of ten estimates. The
worst-case performance experienced in the course of our experiment involved testing 2970 hypotheses. Compared to the
451 584 modes of the cPHA, this is equivalent to testing less
than 0.05% or 0.7% of the possible hypotheses for the average
and worst case, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION
Classical hybrid estimation schemes, such as the family of
MM estimation algorithms, do not scale up to the demanding
estimation and diagnosis problems that arise in modern complex artifacts. This paper analyzed the shortcomings of MM estimation and presented an alternative method (HME) that can
remedy this situation. HME builds upon prior work in modelbased reasoning, in particular model-based monitoring, and reformulates the estimation task as a search problem that makes
extensive use of probabilities and best-first enumeration. This
allows HME to focus on highly probable hypotheses, without
checking a prohibitively large number of unlikely hypotheses.
The basic estimation algorithm was then extended with a novel

clustering scheme for online filter deduction. Clustering improves the filtering performance and enables HME to cope with
unforeseen situations in a degraded, but fail-safe manner. This
property is particularly useful whenever the estimate is used for
closed loop control, resulting in a versatile fault-tolerant control
system.
Experimental evaluation with a simulated, multicomponent
system demonstrated that HME provides similarly good estimation results, compared to MM estimation. However, it has the
significant advantage in that it scales up to systems of high complexity, which are beyond the scope of classical multiple mode
estimation algorithms. This advantage as well as the unknown
mode and the multiple fault detection capability were demonstrated with a simulated process automation system.
One direction for future research is to utilize the continuous
variant of conflicts, in order to further focus the underlying
search operation. A conflict is a (partial) mode assignment that
makes a hypothesis very unlikely. This requires a more general
treatment of unknown modes compared to the filter decomposition task introduced above. The decompositional model-based
learning system Moriarty [45] introduced continuous variants
of conflicts, called dissents. We are currently reformulating
these dissents for hybrid systems and investigating their incorporation into the underlying search operation. This will lead
to an overall framework for hybrid estimation that unifies our
previous work on Livingstone, Titan, Moriarty, and HME.
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